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At present, groundwater buoyancy is directly calculated by Archimedes’ principle for the antifloating design of underground
structures. However, this method may not be applicable to weak-permeable/impervious soils, e.g., clayey foundations, because
there is a significant difference between the groundwater buoyancy obtained from field measurements and that calculated by
Archimedes’ principle. In order to determine whether the method of calculating groundwater buoyancy in weak-permeable/
impervious soil layers by Archimedes’ principle is reasonable, this paper investigated the groundwater buoyancy on the basement
in such foundations through laboratory model tests. +e following factors that may influence the magnitude of groundwater
buoyancy were investigated: change of groundwater level, duration of pore water pressure, and buried depth of the basement. In
this study, model test results show that the groundwater buoyancy obtained from measurements is evidently lower than that
calculated by Archimedes’ principle. Reduction extent can be expressed by a “reduction coefficient,” which can be calculated by a
fitting formula. Moreover, experimental groundwater buoyancy increases with the increase in the groundwater level, and it almost
does not change with the growth of duration of pore water pressure. Reduction coefficient ranges between 0.25 and 0.52 depending
on different buried depths of the basement. In general, experimental groundwater buoyancy decreases with the increase in the
buried depth of the basement.

1. Introduction

+e antifloating design is related to the safety and stability of
underground structures; so it is a significant aspect in the
design of underground engineering. Underground garages
and underground pipe galleries in areas with high ground-
water level may be uplifted due to high buoyancy [1–4]; so it is
very important to estimate the buoyancy acting on un-
derground structures reasonably, particularly in complicated
hydrological and geological conditions.

Sand liquefaction during earthquakes can lead to a
sudden increase in the buoyancy, and it may cause serious
damages to underground structures [5–7]. In recent years,
many methods have been used to investigate the uplift
mechanism of underground structures caused by sand
liquefaction, including shaking table tests [8], the fully
coupled dynamic finite element method [9, 10], and dy-
namic centrifuge tests [11]. Different factors that may affect

the stability of a shallow foundation have been investigated,
such as reduction of excess pore water pressure [8], de-
formation of backfill soils and original soils [8], and size of
the underground structure [11]. Researchers have also done
a lot of work to investigate the relationship between seepage
flow and pore water pressure [12–18]. Seepage flow has a
great effect on the pore water pressure which influences the
magnitude of the buoyancy in underground engineering
[16]. Both sand liquefaction-induced uplift and seepage
flow’s influence on groundwater buoyancy have gotten
great attention, but less effort has been made to fully
evaluate the buoyancy of underground structures subjected
to instantaneous and sustained hydrostatic pressures.

In the absence of seepage, Archimedes’ principle is usually
used to calculate the buoyancy acting on underground
structures. +is method is very suitable for sandy soil
foundation, particularly when the groundwater level can be
reasonably determined. However, the interaction between soil
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particles and groundwater at a microlevel may lead to a
decrease in buoyancy for weak-permeable/impervious soils,
e.g., cohesive soils [19, 20]. Some researchers hold different
opinions on it [21–24], but many test results showed that the
measured buoyancy acting on underground structures is
lower than that calculated by Archimedes’ principle [25–30].
Although finite element methods can help solve many
problems in underground engineering, including mesh op-
timization of complex drainage systems [31], saturated-un-
saturated seepage of hydraulic structures [32], and material
nonlinearity and soil-pile interaction for fiber-reinforced
polymer floating piles [33], experimental investigation is still
indispensable. Field measurement can obtain the results
under the actual hydrological and geological conditions
without considering the simplification of the boundary
conditions of the model, which helps solve practical problems
[34], but it is expensive and its results are difficult to analyze
due to the coupling of multiple factors. Conversely, laboratory
tests can control the boundary conditions conveniently, re-
duce the influence of interference factors, and help clarify the
mechanism [2–4, 29, 30, 35, 36]; so it is attractive.

Considering the lack of systematic investigation on the
groundwater buoyancy of underground structures in co-
hesive soils subjected to hydrostatic pressures, further
studies are necessary. +e purpose of this paper is to achieve
the mechanism and the distribution law of groundwater
buoyancy on the basement in weak-permeable/impervious
soils, particularly in areas with high groundwater level. By
conducting laboratory model tests, the relationship among
the groundwater buoyancy, the change of groundwater level,
the duration of pore water pressure, and the buried depth of
the basement are all obtained, and finally the reduction
extent of buoyancy can be easily estimated. +is provides an
important reference for the antifloating design of un-
derground structures, which helps reduce the uncertainties
and costs.

2. Experimental Program

It is very difficult to measure the change of groundwater level
and the change of pore water pressure in time and accurately
due to the influencing factors, e.g., complex hydrological and
geological conditions, precipitation weather, and evapora-
tion of surface soil water. +erefore, the laboratory model
test was chosen to simulate the hydrological and geological
conditions on site. Boundary conditions around the base-
ment can be easily changed for a specific purpose of the
testing, which is beneficial to the analysis of test results. In
addition, laboratory model tests may help obtain stable
measured data in a short time and shorten each testing cycle.

2.1. Experimental Setup and Materials. +e container filled
with soil samples is an open cylindrical plastic water tank
with an outer diameter of 1040mm, a height of 1150mm,
and a wall thickness of 10mm. When loading soil samples
and adding water, the accuracy of measured data was not
affected by excessive “drum” deformation of its sidewall.
Taking into account the influencing factors, such as stiffness

and shape, an open cylindrical stainless steel bucket with an
outer diameter of 300mm, a height of 600mm, and a
thickness of 0.7mm was chosen as the model bucket. +is
could effectively avoid the problem of “concave” de-
formation on the sidewalls of a square box. As shown in
Figure 1, the strain type microearth pressure cell and the
strain type micropore water pressure transducer were both
customized products, and their basic parameters are shown
in Table 1. +e accuracy of this model test could be guar-
anteed by using microinstruments with high precision. Data
acquisition equipment also included a static resistance strain
gauge and other auxiliary equipment.

Because the permeability coefficient of bentonite is ex-
tremely low, it is usually used as a water-repellent layer or a
water-stopping layer in a geotechnical test. In light of this, it
is also an ideal material for simulating weak-permeable/
impervious foundations. At last, the bentonite produced in
Tangshan town, Nanjing City, was chosen as the foundation
soil. Basic parameters of the soil sample are shown in Table 2.
+e purpose of this experiment was to study the reduction
extent of groundwater buoyancy on basements under high
groundwater level in general, and not to consider the effect
of the structured soil on the experimental results, so
remolded soil was used instead of undisturbed soil to be
tested. +e permeability coefficient of remolded soil sample
was 1.17×10− 9m/s. In order to simulate the water-bearing
state of the foundation soil in high groundwater level areas,
the soil sample was submerged under water for 30 days long
to make sure that it is near full saturation.

2.2. Experimental Procedures. A schematic diagram of the
test setup is shown in Figure 2. To facilitate the discussion
later, it was agreed that the bottom of the model bucket was
used as the reference surface in each testing, that was, the
zero point of the water head in that testing. +e experiment
was conducted 5 times under the buried depth of 5 cm,
10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, and 25 cm, respectively. +e following
testing procedures are included: (1) +e plastic water tank
was placed on the flat ground and was filled with the
bentonite sample layer by layer. (2) When the soil sample
was filled to the predetermined height, water was added to
the model bucket to a water level of 50 cm. +en, the model
bucket was placed vertically at the center of the soil sample to
start prepressing, and let it stand for 24 hours until the soil
sample is fully consolidated. (3) +ree microearth pressure
cells and three micropore water pressure transducers were
connected to the static resistance strain gauge, and its power
was turned on to preheat instruments (preheating time was
more than 30min). (4) After completing the consolidation of
the soil sample, the model bucket was removed. +ree
microearth pressure cells and three micropore water pres-
sure transducers were buried evenly in the central surface of
the soil sample, and Vaseline was smeared evenly along the
wire to prevent water from flowing into the bottom of the
model bucket. After completing the burial, the instrument
data were reset. (5) +e model bucket was placed gently to
ensure that it was vertical (the water level in the model
bucket was kept at 50 cm). Vaseline was evenly smeared on
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its outer wall, which can prevent water from flowing into its
bottom along its outer wall.+en, the soil sample was layered
and compacted along its sidewall to a predetermined height
(h1), which represented the buried depth of the model
bucket. Data collection began after one hour. At this time,
the whole system had reached a relatively stable state. (6)
Water was added to the plastic water tank every half an hour
to increase the water level in the plastic water tank (h2) by

5 cm. After standing for half an hour, the measured data
were collected once. During the testing, h2 should always be
no more than 50 cm, which could ensure that the model
bucket has no floating trend. (7) When h2 had reached
50 cm, no water was added to the plastic water tank. +us,
both the water level in the plastic water tank (h2) and the
water level in the model bucket were kept unchanged. +en,
the measured data were collected every half an hour in the

Table 1: Parameters of the sensors.

Sensor Range
(kPa)

Resolution
(%F·S)

Diameter (mm)× thickness
(mm)

Resistance
(Ω)

Sensitivity
coefficient

Microearth pressure cell 0∼20.00 ≤0.05 Φ28×10 350 2.0
Micropore water pressure
transducer 0∼20.00 ≤0.05 Φ32×16 350 2.0

Table 2: Engineering properties of the soil samples.

Natural water
content (%)

Bulk density
(g/cm3)

Specific
gravity, Gs

Permeability
(m/s)

Colloid index
(ml/15 g)

Montmorillonite
content (%)

Swelling capacity
(ml/g)

18.4 1.82 2.73 1.17×10− 9 32 43 5.1

50cm
h2

h1

±0.00

1040

40
0

Model
bucket

Plastic water tank

Soil

(a)
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Φ300
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Micropore water
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(b)

Figure 2: Schematic diagram of the test setup. (a) Front view (mm). (b) Plan view (mm).

Micropore water
pressure transducer Microearth pressure cell

Figure 1: Measuring instrument.
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next 15 hours. (8) After the previous testing was completed,
the experimental site was cleaned up and prepared for the
next working condition.

As can be seen from the above testing procedures, Steps
(1) to (7) can simulate the change of groundwater buoyancy
on the basement of underground structures when the water
level increases rapidly, which helps obtain the relationship
between groundwater buoyancy and the change of ground-
water level. +e buoyancy of underground structures sub-
jected to instantaneous hydrostatic pressures can also be
evaluated through these steps. Step (8) can simulate the
change of groundwater buoyancy on the basement of un-
derground structures when the water level is constant, which
can obtain the relationship between groundwater buoyancy
and the duration of pore water pressure. Furthermore,
comparing the experimental results of different buried depths,
the relationship between the groundwater buoyancy and the
buried depth of the basement can be obtained.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Mechanical Analysis. +e model test is designed as a
nonfloating one, which means that there is no upward trend
of the model bucket in each testing process. As a result, the
influence of friction between the outer wall of the model
bucket and the soil sample on the test results does not need
to be taken into account.

+e total weight (G) of the model bucket and the water in
it can be obtained by calculation.+e total reaction force (Fz)
and the measured pore water pressure (Fu) on the bottom of
the model bucket can be calculated by the measured data of
microearth pressure cells, and micropore water pressure
transducers, respectively. According to Archimedes’ prin-
ciple, theoretical groundwater buoyancy (F) on the bottom
of the model bucket at different water levels can be com-
puted as

F � ρAh2g, (1)

where ρ is the density of water, A is the cross-sectional area
of the model bucket, and g is the gravitational acceleration.

As can be known from Archimedes’ principle, the model
bucket is subjected to experimental groundwater buoyancy
(F1), support force from the soil grains (F2), and total weight
(G) in each testing process (Figure 3). In the vertical di-
rection, these three forces have the following static equi-
librium equation:

G � F1 + F2. (2)

+e support force from the soil grains (F2) can be cal-
culated by

F2 � Fz − Fu, (3)

where Fz is the total reaction force on the bottom of the
model bucket and Fu is the measured pore water pressure on
the bottom of the model bucket.

Furthermore, the experimental groundwater buoyancy
(F1) can be obtained by combining equation (2) with
equation (3).

+e ratio of experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1) to
theoretical groundwater buoyancy (F) is defined as a “re-
duction coefficient (λ) (dimensionless),” which is used to
indicate the reduction extent of groundwater buoyancy
[25, 27, 29, 30]. +e smaller the reduction coefficient (λ), the
greater the difference between the value of experimental
groundwater buoyancy (F1) and that of theoretical
groundwater buoyancy (F). λ can be obtained by the fol-
lowing equation:

λ �
F1

F
. (4)

Similarly, the ratio of experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1) to measured pore water pressure (Fu) is
defined as a “proportion coefficient (Ψ) (dimensionless),”
which is used to indicate the proximity of F1 and Fu. +e
larger the proportion coefficient (Ψ), the closer the value of
experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1) is to that of the-
oretical groundwater buoyancy (F).Ψ can be obtained by the
following equation:

ψ �
F1

uA
, (5)

where u is the pore water pressure measured by the mi-
cropore water pressure transducers.

3.2. Groundwater Buoyancy Varies with Different Ground-
water Levels. According to the foregoing testing procedures,
the variation of experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1)
with the groundwater level under different buried depths of
the model bucket can be obtained, as shown in Figure 4.

According to Figure 4, the experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1) increases linearly with the increase of
groundwater level when the buried depth of the model
bucket is 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, and 25 cm, re-
spectively. However, its growth rate is obviously less than
that of the theoretical groundwater buoyancy (F). When
the groundwater level is the same, values of the experi-
mental groundwater buoyancy (F1) under different buried
depths are obviously different, and they generally show a
rule of decreasing with the increase of buried depth.

Model
bucket

Soil

G

F1 + F2

Figure 3: Schematic diagram of static balance in vertical direction.
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As illustrated in Figure 5, five straight lines are fitted by
values of the experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1)
under different buried depths of 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm,
and 25 cm, respectively. Table 3 summarizes the basic pa-
rameters of the fitting formulas. According to equation (4),
the reduction coefficient (λ) can also be calculated by

λ �
a

ρAg
, (6)

where a is the slope of the fitted line.
As indicated in Figure 5, values of the experimental

groundwater buoyancy (F1) have a good linear relationship
with the change of groundwater level under different buried
depths of 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, and 25 cm, respectively,
which can be characterized by a linear function. As listed in
Table 3, the reduction coefficient (λ) is distributed in the
range of 0.25∼0.47 in virtue of different buried depths of the
model bucket, which indicates that there is a great reduction
of the groundwater buoyancy. +e reduction coefficient (λ)
when the buried depth is 10 cm is slightly smaller than that
when the buried depth is 15 cm, which may be caused by test
errors or bias. Furthermore, as detailed in Figure 6, a
function relationship between the reduction coefficient (λ)
and the buried depth of the model bucket is fitted. As can be
seen, the reduction coefficient (λ) can be calculated by the
equation below:

λ � 0.912 1 + h1( 
− 0.387

. (7)

According to equation (7), in weak-permeable/im-
pervious foundations, the reduction coefficient (λ) de-
creases dramatically with the increase in the buried depth
(h1) at the initial stage; that is to say, the reduction extent of
groundwater buoyancy is significantly increased. After
that, the rate of decrease gradually slows down. It is worth

mentioning that the reduction coefficient (λ) obtained
from the fitted curve is 0.912 when the buried depth of the
basement is 0 cm (this means that the model bucket is
placed directly on the surface of the soil layer). +is result
is similar to that of 0.95 obtained by Zhang [22] on a clayey
foundation, and it is also similar to that of 0.973 on a kaolin
foundation and that of 0.959 on a montmorillonite
foundation obtained by Rong [23, 24], respectively.
However, soil properties are inhomogeneous by nature,
and this has a great effect on the analysis of practical
engineering problems [37, 38]. Moreover, owing to dif-
ferent test methods and permeabilities of the soils, there
are slight differences in the results. +erefore, it is not
reasonable to conclude that there is no reduction in
groundwater buoyancy in weak-permeable/impervious
foundations based solely on the experimental result of a
buried depth of 0 cm.

As detailed in Figure 7, the proportion coefficient (Ψ)
fluctuates slightly at a lower groundwater level and tends to
be stable at a higher water level. Finally, the proportion
coefficient (Ψ) of each buried depth is gradually stabilized at
0.85. Because the measured value itself is small at the be-
ginning of the test, even a small test error may cause a large
data fluctuation of the proportion coefficient (Ψ). In general,
the variation of the experimental groundwater buoyancy
(F1) is consistent with that of the measured pore water
pressure (Fu), and the values of the two are relatively close.
For convenience, the measured pore water pressure (Fu) can
be used to characterize the experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1).

As can be seen from the above test results, the variation of
experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1) on the basement in
weak-permeable/impervious foundations is consistent with
the change of groundwater level, but it is obviously smaller
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Figure 5: Continued.
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than the theoretical groundwater buoyancy (F), which means
that there is a great reduction. +e main causes are as follows:
(1) +e clay contains a lot of fine particles, and water is

Experimental groundwater buoyancy F1
F1 = 1.780h2, Adj. R2 = 0.995
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Figure 5: Fitting line of the experimental groundwater buoyancy with the groundwater level under different buried depths: (a) 5 cm, (b) 10 cm,
(c) 15 cm, (d) 20 cm, and (e) 25 cm.
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adsorbed on its surface by the electrostatic interaction, which
contributes to a large viscous resistance. Only when the
hydraulic gradient reaches a critical hydraulic gradient can the
permeation occur, which leads to a partial loss in the pore
pressure transmission between the pores of soil particles. (2)
+e pores in the clay are very small and their connectivity is
poor, which leads to a poor water permeability and a slow
penetration rate of the clay. +erefore, the change of
groundwater level in a short time period is sometimes difficult
to cause the variation of experimental groundwater buoyancy
(F1) and that of measured pore water pressure (Fu), which
means that the variations of the two are distinctly lagging. (3)
With the increase of buried depth of the basement, the
adsorbed water in the clay increases and the viscous resistance
increases, so the hydraulic gradient needs to become higher to
penetrate. In addition, the connectivity of the pores in the clay
may be worse, which leads to a further deterioration of the
water permeability of the clay, and thus loss in the pore
pressure transmission between the pores of soil particles may
be increased, and the variation of experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1) and that of measured pore water pressure (Fu)
could be more lagging. (4) When groundwater buoyancy is
calculated by the pore water pressure on the bottom surface of
the model bucket, the action area of groundwater buoyancy
should be reduced [27, 29, 30]. +e partial area of the bottom
surface is occupied by soil particles (Figure 8), but it is
considered that the bottom area is entirely occupied by pore
water when calculating the theoretical groundwater buoyancy
(F), so the calculated groundwater buoyancy value will be
larger. (5) Although the soil samples have been submerged
under water for 30 days long to get a fully saturated state, its
degree of saturation might not reach 100% [29].

3.3.GroundwaterBuoyancyVarieswithDifferentDurations of
Groundwater Pressure. According to the foregoing testing
procedures, the variation of experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1) with the duration of groundwater pressure
under different buried depths of the model bucket can be
obtained, as shown in Figure 9.

As illustrated in Figure 9, the value of experimental
groundwater buoyancy (F1) is basically stable with the
increase of the time period of groundwater pressure when
the buried depth of the basement is 5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm,
20 cm, and 25 cm, respectively. Its initial value is not much
different from its final value (the testing lasted 15 hours),
and its final value is still distinctly smaller than that of the
theoretical groundwater buoyancy (F). When the duration
of groundwater pressure and the groundwater level are
both the same, values of the experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1) under different buried depths are different,
and they generally show a rule of decreasing with the in-
crease of the buried depth.

It can be seen from Figure 10 that the reduction coefficient
(λ) is almost constant during the test period. Meanwhile, it
ranges between 0.25 and 0.52 with different buried depths at
the end of the test. It is evident that the experimental
groundwater buoyancy (F1) still has a large reduction extent
after the increase of duration of groundwater pressure and

that the reduction extent is almost unchanged. When the
duration of groundwater pressure and the groundwater level
are both the same, the values of reduction coefficient (λ)
under different buried depths are different, and they on the
whole show a rule of decreasing with the increase of the
buried depth. +erefore, the reduction coefficient λ of a
certain buried depth under the action of long-term pore water
pressure can still be calculated by Equation (7). As detailed in
Figure 11, the proportion coefficient (Ψ) is in a roughly stable
state of slight volatility during the test period, and it is dis-
tributed in the range of 0.84∼ 0.94 at the end of the testing.
+is indicates that the variation of experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1) is still consistent with that of measured pore
water pressure (Fu) with the increase of duration of
groundwater pressure, and the values of the two are closer. In
view of the above, it is suggested that the measured pore water
pressure (Fu) may be used to characterize the experimental
groundwater buoyancy (F1).

From the above experimental results, during the test pe-
riod, the value of experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1) on
the basement in weak-permeable/impervious foundations is
almost constant with the increase of duration of groundwater

Plastic water tank

Model
bucket

Bottom
surface

Some areas
are occupied

Soil
particles

Soil

Figure 8: Local enlarged drawing of bottom surface of the model
bucket.
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pressure, which is significantly smaller than that of the theo-
retical groundwater buoyancy (F). It indicates that the seepage
of groundwater in a poorly permeable foundation is extremely
slow and that there is a large time lag in the variation of ex-
perimental groundwater buoyancy (F1) and that of measured
pore water pressure (Fu). In addition, although this test is a
nonfloating one, it can be found that there will be a floating

trend when the groundwater buoyancy of the model bucket is
greater than its self-weight. At this time, a quite small “gap” that
between the top of the clayey foundation and the bottom of the
model bucket will be generated. +is means that there will be
“negative excess pore water pressure” between the top of the
clay layer and the bottom of the model bucket. Owing to the
poor water permeability of the clayey soil, the negative excess
porewater pressure is extremely hard to dissipate [39], and thus
it serves as “suction” to the foundation and helps reduce the
experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1). In view of this, the
time-lag effect of pore water pressure diffusion should be taken
into account when applying the effective stress principle in
engineering [40]. +erefore, even if the basement in weak-
permeable/impervious foundations will be subjected to
groundwater for a long time, its groundwater buoyancy can be
appropriately reduced according to the actual situation.

4. Conclusions

+e groundwater buoyancy on the basement in weak-per-
meable/impervious foundations under high groundwater
level was investigated by conducting laboratory model tests.
+e relationship among groundwater buoyancy, the change
of groundwater level, the duration of groundwater pressure,
and the buried depth of the basement are all obtained.
Furthermore, a function expression of the reduction co-
efficient (λ) and the buried depth (h1) of the basement was
fitted. +e following conclusions were drawn: (1) With the
increase of groundwater level, the value of experimental
groundwater buoyancy (F1) increases, but there is a large
reduction compared to the theoretical groundwater buoy-
ancy (F), and the reduction coefficient (λ) decreases with the
increase of buried depth of the basement. (2) With the
increase of duration of groundwater pressure, the value of
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experimental groundwater buoyancy (F1) is almost un-
changed, and there is still a large reduction extent. +e
reduction coefficient (λ) still decreases with the increase of
buried depth of the basement. (3) Under the same condition
of both the duration of groundwater pressure and the
groundwater level, values of the experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1) under different buried depths of the basement
are different. In general, they decrease with the increase of
buried depth. (4) +e measured pore water pressure (Fu)
could be used to characterize the experimental groundwater
buoyancy (F1).

Notation

A: Cross-sectional area of the model bucket
a: Slope of the fitted line (a � F1/h2)
F: +eoretical groundwater buoyancy calculated by

Archimedes’ principle
F1: Experimental groundwater buoyancy on the bottom of

the model bucket
F2: Support force from the soil grains on the bottom of the

model bucket
Fu: Measured pore water pressure on the bottom of the

model bucket
Fz: Total reaction force on the bottom of the model bucket
G: Total weight of the model bucket and the water in it
Gs: Specific gravity
g: Gravitational acceleration
h1: Buried depth of the model bucket
h2: Water level in the plastic water tank
u: Pore water pressure measured by the micropore water

pressure transducers
λ: Reduction coefficient
ρ: Density of water
Ψ: Proportion coefficient.
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